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Abstract: Tourism in synagogues is an activity which is increasing in popularity due to the current
interest in cultural and patrimonial heritage. The synagogue in Córdoba has become an irreplaceable
Jewish tourist destination in Spain due to its origins, construction, conservation, and recognition by
international organizations. This article analyzes the loyalty of tourism in synagogues using variables
such as satisfaction, loyalty and the expected and perceived value of the destination and the historical
monument using a structural research equations methodology. No previous studies on tourism at
synagogues using structural equations have been made. The data was obtained by means of a survey
given to 350 tourists visiting this cultural heritage site. The results showed that there is strong loyalty
to the heritage site as well as the destination.
Keywords: tourism; synagogues; satisfaction; loyalty; Jewish; local community

1. Introduction
Synagogues are unique monuments that can turn the areas where they are situated into attractive
areas for tourism due to the unique characteristics that they offer. In the cultural literature, synagogues
are important heritage sites that unite key factors of society such as religion and culture. They are one
of the most important and least studied fields of multidisciplinary research this decade [1]. Tourism
at synagogues can be seen to be a very specific type of cultural tourism for Jewish heritage, which is
included in heritage tourism [2]. This type of tourism has gained importance in recent years [3],
and studies related to the diaspora can be found (for example, [4]). This new interest has influenced
studies into the concept of legacy, such as Jews who travel to sites of the Holocaust ([5,6]). In Europe,
Spain is a tourist destination related to this Jewish legacy (see [7,8]). The increase in the number of
Jewish descendants who want to connect with their historical legacy presents a growing opportunity
for tourism in Europe, and adequate marketing strategies for this type of heritage have consequently
been proposed [9].
Córdoba is an important, historic city that attracts cultural tourists from all over the world and
is in the process of specializing in niche markets, such as Jewish heritage tourism. The city wants to
strengthen and diversify its position as an international destination for cultural tourism for minority
groups. The synagogue in Córdoba is a one of the most important cultural, religious and architectural
Jewish heritage sites in Spain [10]. It has been recognized as a monument of Cultural Interest and is
also part of the Historic Centre of Córdoba, which has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
1994 and has become the most-visited Jewish monument in the city of Córdoba, having had a total
of 555,325 visitors in 2019 [11]. The importance of this monument can be seen from the increase of
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more than 200,000 visitors to the monument in 2015. This represents an annual growth of 12.14% in
2015. In following years, the number of visitors continued to grow, with increases of more than 5% per
year reaching a total of 617,200 visits [11]. This monument must be studied in order to promote and
manage it effectively from an ethnical point of view. There are many different ways to manage the
business aspects of this type of heritage site for minority groups. Each management style will have
different perceptions, beliefs, and processes, which, if not chosen correctly, could lead to a mistaken
business development plan and, in extreme cases, hinder or prevent plans for cultural tourism by
minority communities [12].
The theoretical model used for this study is the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) [13].
This model uses regular surveys to measure the level of satisfaction of American customers with
national products and services. Customer satisfaction is measured on a scale from zero to 10, and the
results gathered can be used to compare the companies and organizations in any business sector.
The model has been used to measure customer loyalty in different areas such as health [14], online
shopping [15], or banking [16]. This model has been widely used to study the tourism sector [17,18].
The aim of this article is to contribute to the existing literature in two ways. The first is with
a review of tourism in synagogues and secondly, in a more practical manner, by providing ideas about
heritage site management and cultural tourism for minority groups. These ideas help to improve the
information available about the complexity of Jewish heritage tourism by using a theoretical model
with a case study which analyzes the loyalty of tourists from minority groups, as mistaken management
and advertising choices could promote negative aspects such as commercial exploitation, creating
hierarchies and misunderstandings [19]. However, this type of tourism also presents opportunities
for economic diversity and historical investigation, while accepting cultural diversity and minority
groups. The satisfaction of tourists and their opinions about the perceived value of the Synagogue and
the destination can be used to make recommendations, which can be useful for the different public
and private entities are interested in promoting and improving this type of tourism. The information
is given after analyzing how different factors influence the management and promotion of cultural
tourism. Previous studies into ethnic minorities exist [19–21] but there are few that study this topic in
Spain [7,22] and none of these use the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI). There are studies
which relate heritage and tourism with authenticity and loyalty at a destination [23], motivation and
satisfaction [24], perceived value and loyalty [25], experience, satisfaction and tourist behavior [26]
and satisfaction and loyalty [27]. However, there are no studies which measure satisfaction, perceived
value and real value with loyalty to a heritage site and a synagogue with the type of cultural tourists
that are investigated in this paper. Different points of view, approaches and ideas have been presented
for the management of cultural assets from a cultural perspective. However, an important factor
must be kept in mind when managing and promoting this type of tourism. These monuments have
historical Jewish traditions and heritage and this factor can increase the loyalty of tourists. Therefore,
this article also contributes to the literature on the management of heritage sites, because the opinions
and criteria of the community that built and managed the site in the past may not have been taken
into account. This consideration can help to find the management models that achieve higher levels
of loyalty for a historically Jewish heritage site. The following investigation question is a result of
these considerations: Do the tourist activities available at the Synagogue make tourists feel loyal to
the site, as defined in the ACSI model, which takes into account perceived quality, perceived value
and satisfaction?
2. Synagogues and Heritage Tourism
Synagogue tourism implies the special interest of tourists in learning about and experiencing
a particular type of heritage. This type of tourism is the result of ideas about inheritance and legacy,
and the tourist’s feelings of belonging, nostalgia and identity [28–31]. This type of tourist has a special
interest in learning and getting in touch with a particular type of heritage. A wide range of tourism
opportunities exist in a variety of countries such as Spain, the UK, Ireland, Germany and China with
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products offering trips and events related to legacy or heritage, family history and the genealogical
interests of the customers [4]. This type of tourist can be interested in an extremely wide range of places,
which include heritage beyond museums and places of historical interest, visits to churches, old houses
and rural landscapes or synagogues with which tourists feel a personal connection, and which are not
necessarily conventional tourist attractions [32].
Historic synagogues are heritage sites and, as such, are a resource for tourism [33]. In general
terms, the academic literature on synagogue tourism is very scarce. The first indications of tourism
carried out in synagogues date from the Second World War in the Warsaw ghetto with the visits of the
first German Nazi “tourists” [34,35]. Studies into this type of tourism are varied, ranging from historical
perspectives [36], employment [37], or the management of Jewish heritage [38]. Studies on synagogues
in Spain have focused on the historical and archaeological areas, as well as an artistic point of view [22].
The Gazette of the Royal Academy of History contains texts from the 19th century regarding the Jewish
aljama of Solsona [39]. The first paper on the synagogue of Córdoba was written by Castilla [40]
and reported on the research (in 1878) into the artistic elements in the synagogue [41]. There are
also archeological studies [42] about the Synagogue of Castillo de Lorca (Murcia). In addition to the
studies mentioned from the 19th century, there have been others about the architectural intervention in
the Synagogue of Valencia de Alcántara (Cáceres) [43]. Other researchers [44] have investigated the
design and buildings of the network of Jewish Quarters in Spain for tourism purposes. The Jewish
quarters of 24 cities were investigated along with the main monuments there. Not all the monuments
are necessarily related to the Jewish world, but merely share the history and culture of the setting.
There are also links to Jewish-inspired foods. It is possible to visit wineries where Kosher wine is
produced and sold. The elements which have the biggest impact on tourist satisfaction are studied for
both heritage and gastronomic tourism [45].
Heritage is usually classified and managed according to the meaning and value it is given locally
and globally [46,47]. Heritage management and tourism management methods can come into conflict
because of different factors, such as religion, culture and politics, which can cause the division and
segmentation of the communities involved [48].
Studies into cultural tourism and heritage management analyze the impact that cultural diversity
at tourist destinations can have on the evolution of tourism in different places [49–52]. In fact, past or
present multicultural heritage can be an important asset when designing new tourism offers, and also
for the diversification or renewal of the destination’s image [53]. The literature on this subject shows
how synagogues can be considered as interesting heritage destinations for tourism.
3. Theoretical Foundation: Expected and Perceived Quality, Perceived Value, Satisfaction and Loyalty
The relationship between a customer and a company implies that the customer assesses various
aspects of the interaction [54]. Studies have been carried out into this relationship [55–57] and
have shown that the customer’s relationship with a company is the result of a variety of different
factors. The customer’s appraisal of the company’s management of the relationship is important
in the literature on marketing because there is no single factor that can evaluate the relationship
independently [58]. Marketing is important for all organizations because creating and maintaining
high-quality relationships with customers can have positive results for the company, such as customer
cooperation, word of mouth promotion and increases in sales [58]. Therefore, following commitment
theory, the relationship mediators that promote loyalty are expected quality [59], perceived quality [60],
perceived value [61], satisfaction [62] and motivation [63].
Studies have shown that loyalty to a visited place is directly related to the satisfaction and opinion
of the visitor [64]. Studies which analyze loyalty in tourism have mainly looked into the attitude
and intention of the visitor [65]. Academic studies can be grouped into two categories due to how
loyalty is examined. The first group investigates repeat purchases, that is to say, tourists returning to
a destination. The second, and far more interesting, group takes loyalty to mean recommending the
tourist destination to other future tourists [49,66,67]. This means that the tourist feels a connection
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with a destination and intends to visit it again in the future, while also recommending it to third
parties [68–72]. It should be pointed out that there are authors who warn that a tourist’s desire for
new experiences may counteract the loyalty shown to the destination [73]. Studies which investigate
loyalty to cultural heritage are mainly cognitive and use structural equations to predict intentions to
return to or recommend a destination [74,75].
How comfortable the tourist felt at the destination and the monument visited is one of the most
important factors when deciding to return to a destination, and therefore for visitor loyalty [67,72,76].
The perceived quality is usually considered one of the most important factors in research on tourist
behavior [77]. Researchers define perceived quality as the overall accumulation of the tourist’s feelings
about the experience at a destination [78,79]. Tourists value their experience as positive or negative for
different attributes of the monument or destination [80] Following on from this idea, the perceived
value of a destination by a visitor is considered to be the most important indicator of their intentions
to return to the chosen destination. It is possible that a customer does not buy a product or service
because it is not considered value for money as the perceived value is not adequate for the price
asked [81]. Studies by different authors explain that perceived value measures a tourist’s general
assessment of their experience at a destination from the feelings they had there [82,83]. F.J. Cossío-Silva,
M.A. Revilla-Camacho, and M. Vega-Vázquez (2018) obtain a realistic idea of tourist behavior by
means of this variable and the results obtained can be useful for public institutions and organizations
that offer tourism [84]. Customers who are aware of the value of a service or product sometimes
expect particular benefits from it [85]. For this reason, perceived value is related to the usefulness of
a purchase because the purchase has intrinsic benefits that satisfy the buyer’s needs [82]. A tourist
who is interested in value will look for information and contemplate the idea fully before making
a decision [86]. This means that perceived value affects the decisions of customers [87]. Perceived value
can positively affect the loyalty of a customer [81] because customers who are aware of the value of
a service make positive judgements about it, relating value to price and critically assessing all options.
4. Hypothesis
Loyalty is an important aspect to take into account because it is directly connected to the cost
efficiency of products and services [13]. It includes variables which have an impact on the intention
of tourists to visit a cultural heritage site and recommend it to others. The proposed model for this
study uses four variables to measure the loyalty of Jewish tourists at the Synagogue in Córdoba:
1) The perceived quality of the attributes of the product and service. Giving a value to this variable
implies the product or service has been used recently. 2) The expected quality measures that the
customer expects to obtain when buying a product or service. The value given to this variable represents
any past experience with or reference to a product or service [13]. 3) The perceived value refers to the
advantages that a customer believes have been given by a product or service [88]. Goyhenetche (1999)
states that this also implies that, with this value, the customer is also evaluating how well a product
corresponds to the expected benefits [89]. The tourist experience gives value to how well what the
tourist expected matches what they receive. 4) Customer satisfaction is a measure that takes into
account the number of people that say they will not change their product supplier or service provider
or would pay more for the product or service received.
The below hypotheses were formulated after the literature review above (see Figure 1).
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from 1314 [90] and because its original architectural distribution has never been modified. It is, in fact,
the most well-preserved medieval synagogue in Spain [91].
Data was collected by means of a questionnaire, which was given to tourists at the end of their
visit to the synagogue. The essential requirement for participation in the data collection phase was
that the tourist had to be Jewish. In order to guarantee the validity of the questionnaire, the questions
used were based on those from similar previous studies [92,93]. A structured questionnaire was
chosen as the most adequate data collection method for this study. In an initial phase, data collection
was carried out with a pilot sample in order to collect the information while following the research
aims. The information from the pilot sample was collected and its internal consistency was rigorously
analyzed. A self-administered, closed questionnaire was selected as the most appropriate method of
data collection, with the items being chosen from similar previous studies [94–96]. The validity of
the survey was thus guaranteed and, lastly, two groups of experts (three researchers from the area
of tourism and four professionals in tourist activities) evaluated and helped to choose the elements.
The validity of the constructed items was therefore verified twice.
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5.2. Measures and Methodology
The questionnaire had six sections. The first had questions about the demographic profile of
the tourist. The following sections included questions about the tourist’s prior expectations, quality
of the destination, perceived value, satisfaction and loyalty, which means their intention to return
or recommend a visit to the destination/synagogue. The questions in the first four parts of the
questionnaire, regarding expected quality, perceived quality, expected value, satisfaction with the
destination and visitor loyalty, used a seven-point Likert scale with one being the most negative
response and seven being the most positive. The team of surveyors informed the tourists about the
research goal and requested their participation, voluntarily, in the study before starting the survey.
Following this, the tourists responded to the questionnaire in their native language or, if this was not
possible, in one that they spoke fluently. The consistency of the questionnaire was analyzed with the
calculation of the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for each construct, and for the entire questionnaire,
which was composed of 79 items grouped into five question groups. The collection of the sample data
was carried out by means of a questionnaire applied individually and at different times during the
morning, afternoon and night. The sample was chosen exclusively from tourists with Jewish heritage
who visited the monument because they have a direct relationship with the cultural heritage. For the
fifth part, socio-demographic profile and travel details, closed questions were used. The Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient calculated for each one of the constructs (expected quality (0,696), perceived quality
(0,790), perceived value (0,682), satisfaction (0,725), loyalty (0,760)) exceeded 0.6 and, as such, it is
acceptable, according to [80], who consider a scale to be acceptable if its Cronbach alpha coefficient
is above 0.7. The survey was carried out in the month of April 2019, by means of a non-probability
sample with intentional quotas. The number of valid questionnaires was 350 in total and, with these,
a confidence level of 95% was obtained, as well as a sample error of 3.17%.
In tourism research, study variables, such as expected quality, perceived quality, the value of
the tourist destination, the satisfaction of tourists and loyalty, cannot be directly measured. As such,
these have to be measured by means of other observable variables. The structural equation models
allow researchers to estimate relationships of multiple dependence and represent these relationships
using unobserved or latent variables, bearing in mind the measurement errors in the estimation
process [80]. As such, the methodology used in this study is based on structural equation models.
The research data was tabulated and analyzed using IBM SPSS 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,
USA) statistical software and the estimations of the structural equations were completed using IBM SPSS
Amos 23. The initial model was designed (see the previous Figure 1) by basing it on the American Customer
Satisfaction Index (ACSI) and includes the observed and latent variables. In Table 1, the unobserved and
latent variables and the measurement errors of the proposed model are shown.
Table 1. Scales used.
Reference

Dimension

Indicators

[77,97–99]

Expectations
(EQ)

(EXP3) Degree of mass tourism in the city
(EXP8) Safety in general
(EXP10 Safety in the synagogue’s surroundings
(EXP13 Prestige of the Synagogue
(EXP16) Accommodation on offer in the city

[62,100,101]

Satisfaction
(S)

(S3) Service received from Synagogue workers
(S5) Price for visiting the Synagogue
(S7) Degree of satisfaction for additional services

[67,72,76,81,102,103]

Loyalty
(L)

(R1) I would recommend friends and family to visit Córdoba
(R2) I will return to visit Córdoba during next holidays
(R3) I will return to visit Córdoba soon

Perceived quality
(PQ)

(CAL18) Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
(CAL17) Travel offer to reach the city
(CAL16) Safety in the Synagogue surroundings
(CAL9) Information and signposting
(CAL19) Accommodation offer in the Synagogue surroundings
(CAL8) Time waiting to enter the Synagogue
(CAL3) Hospitality/Service
(CAL12) Information and signposting on reaching the Synagogue

[61,79,80,104–107]
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Reference

[61,88,101]

Dimension

Indicators

Perceived value
(PV)

(CP16) Accommodation offer in the city
(CP18) Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
(CP7) Preservation of the Synagogue
(CP6) Prestige of the Synagogue
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EQ Expectations
S Satisfaction
L Loyalty
PQ Perceived quality
PV Perceived value
EXP3 Degree of mass tourism in the city
EXP8 Safety in general
EXP10 Safety in the synagogue’s surroundings
EXP13 Prestige of the Synagogue
EXP16 Accommodation on offer in the city
CAL18 Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
CAL17 Travel offer to reach the city
CAL16 Safety in the Synagogue surroundings
CAL9 Information and signposting
CAL19 Accommodation offer in the Synagogue surroundings
CAL8 Time waiting to enter the Synagogue
CAL3 Hospitality/Service
CAL12 Information and signposting on reaching the Synagogue
CP16 Accommodation offer in the city
CP18 Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
CP7 Preservation of the Synagogue
CP6 Prestige of the Synagogue
S3 Service received from Synagogue workers
S5 Price for visiting the Synagogue
S7 Degree of satisfaction for additional services
R1 I would recommend friends and family to visit Córdoba
R2 I will return to visit Córdoba during next holidays
R3 I will return to visit Córdoba soon
E measurement errors

Figure
Pathdiagram
diagram of
model.
Figure
2.2.Path
of the
theproposed
proposed
model.

Following the recommendations in the literature, multiple indicators were used to assess the
model fit [82]. The most common techniques are the chi-squared ratio regarding the degrees of
freedom (CMIN/DF), the chi-squared change among alternative models, the comparative fit index
(CFI), the goodness of fit index (GFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The
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Following the recommendations in the literature, multiple indicators were used to assess the
model fit [82]. The most common techniques are the chi-squared ratio regarding the degrees of
freedom (CMIN/DF), the chi-squared change among alternative models, the comparative fit index
(CFI), the goodness of fit index (GFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA).
The values of these goodness of fit statistics (CFI, GFI) generally vary between zero and one, with one
indicating a perfect fit. Values greater than 0.9 suggest a satisfactory fit between theoretical structures
and empirical data and values of 0.95 or greater suggest an optimal fit.
Lastly, besides the consideration of the model of fit, attention should be paid to the significance
of the estimated parameters. These are like the regression coefficients. It would be nonsensical to
consider a model that fits the data well but had fewer significant coefficients.
After validation, the valuation indices of the latent variables (ILV)—related to the perception
and the expectation the tourist has of the destination as well as the perceived value, loyalty and
satisfaction—were used as the weighted average, wherein every measurable variable is weighed
through its coefficient with the corresponding latent variable in the estimated model:
λij is the standardized coefficient between the latent variable yi and the measurable variable xij .
The value yik , calculated by every observation, is the average estimated value of each latent variable.
The results obtained with this method are presented on a Likert-type scale, which, by presenting
different ranges of definition, has been scaled to be expressed on a scale of one to seven.
This shall allow us to estimate a value for each latent variable, in which each one of the latent
variables can be assessed quantitatively.
The descriptive analysis of the data collected in the first part of the questionnaire leads us to the
conclusions that most of the tourists who travelled in the spring of 2019 were middle-aged, as 47.3% of
them were between 40 and 59 years of age, with a slightly higher number of men (54.1%), while the
majority of them had a higher education degree (53.3%). The sample was intentionally distributed
by nationality. This way, we could assure that the distribution of national and foreign tourists would
be similar to the one observed in the year 2018 (42.2% foreign tourists and 57.8% domestic tourists),
so that, from the sample created by 350 valid questionnaires, 148 people surveyed were foreigners.
In total, 37% were visiting the city for the first time. Most of them were staying in hotels and tourist
apartments (55.1%).
In terms of satisfaction with the visit to the Synagogue of Córdoba, it is high (7.3 out of 10), as is
the experience within the surroundings of the Synagogue. However, low scores are highlighted in
the answers in terms of meeting the expectations of the tourists’ visit to the synagogue of Córdoba
(6.57 out of 10), with the experience in the Synagogue being better scored than prior expectations.
Additionally, tourists highlighted the degree of preservation, along with the prestige of this heritage
site. They stated that the degree of perceived quality had surpassed their expectations.
6. Results
In Table 2, we show the relationship between the observed and latent variables. The structural
coefficients of the normalized model have also been calculated.
Table 2. Standardized structural coefficients of the observed variables regarding the latent variables.
Latent Variable

Observed Variable

Standardized Coefficient

Expected Quality

EXP3 Degree of mass tourism in the city
EXP8 Safety in general
EXP10 Safety in the synagogue’s surroundings
EXP13 Prestige of the Synagogue
EXP16 Accommodation on offer in the city

0.333
0.421
0.564
0.633
0.680
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Table 2. Cont.
Latent Variable

Observed Variable

Standardized Coefficient

CAL18 Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
CAL17 Travel offer to reach the city
CAL16 Safety in the Synagogue surroundings
CAL9 Information and signposting
Perceived Quality
CAL19 Accommodation offer in the Synagogue surroundings
Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2020, CAL8
17, x Time waiting to enter the Synagogue
CAL3 Hospitality/Service
CAL12
Information
andand
signposting
on reaching
the Synagogue
CAL12
Information
signposting
on reaching
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CP16 Accommodation offer in the city
Synagogue
CP18 Dining offer in the Synagogue surroundings
Perceived Value
CP16CP7
Accommodation
in the city
Preservation of offer
the Synagogue
CP18 DiningCP6
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in the of
Synagogue
surroundings
Prestige
the Synagogue
Perceived Value
S3CP7
Service
received from
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workers
Preservation
of the
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S5 Price
for visiting
Synagogue
Satisfaction
CP6
Prestige
of the the
Synagogue
Degree of satisfaction for additional services
S3S7
Service
received from Synagogue workers
R1 I would recommend friends and family to visit Córdoba
Satisfaction
S5
Price
visiting
the Synagogue
Loyalty
R2 I will returnfor
to visit
Córdoba
during next holidays
S7 Degree
satisfaction
services
R3 of
I will
return to for
visitadditional
Córdoba soon

Loyalty

R1 I would recommend friends and family to visit Córdoba
R2 I will return to visit Córdoba during next holidays
latent variables,
wereturn
can toobserve,
in Table
R3 I will
visit Córdoba
soon 3 and Figure

0.657
0.6
0.476
0.612
0.675
0.614 10 of 19
0.423
0.328
0.328
0.239
0.671
0.239
0.548
0.671
0.639
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0.639
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0.513
0.646
the
intensity
0.657

In relation to
3,
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measurement of the structural coefficients. We can also see the probability limit; this validates the
In relation to latent variables, we can observe, in Table 3 and Figure 3, the intensity of the
significance
of the relationship between the constructs of the model we proposed.
measurement of the structural coefficients. We can also see the probability limit; this validates the
significance of the relationship between the constructs of the model we proposed.
Table 3. Standardized coefficients and p-values that support the hypothesis.
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H1
H2 H1
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H5 H4
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Table 3. Standardized coefficients and p-values that support the hypothesis.
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Satisfaction
Satisfaction
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Perceived
value
Perceivedquality
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Perceived
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quality
Satisfaction
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Satisfaction
Satisfaction
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PERCEIVED
QUALITY

H. 2
p-Value 0.000

Standardized Coefficient
Standardized
Coefficient
0.759
0.759
1.015
1.015
0.468
0.468
0.451
0.451
0.653
0.653

p Value
p Value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010
0.010
0.016
0.016
0.001
0.001

H. 3
p-Value 0.010
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VALUE
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p-Value 0.016
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p-Value 0.001
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p-Value 0.000
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Figure 3. Path diagram of the proposed model with the p value.
Figure
3. Path diagram of the proposed model with the p value.
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formulated, the measures for absolute, incremental and parsimonious fit were calculated.
formulated, the measures for absolute, incremental and parsimonious fit were calculated.
In relation to the absolute measures in Table 4, which evaluate the overall fits of the model [82],
In relation to the absolute measures in Table 4, which evaluate the overall fits of the model [82],
the remainder resulting from the chi-squared coefficient and the degrees of freedom (0.932) is less
the remainder
theError
chi-squared
coefficient
and theindex
degrees
of freedom
than 2. The resulting
Root Meanfrom
Square
of Approximation
(RMSEA)
is 0.001.
Both are (0.932)
optimal.is less
Some incremental fit measures, such as Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), are sensitive to the
number of indicators and are narrowly related to the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), with a value that
indicates an acceptable fit. With respect to the parsimonious fit measures, Parsimony Goodness of Fit
Indices (PNFI) and Parsimony Goodness of Fit Index (PGFI) are significantly above 0.06 when
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than 2. The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) index is 0.001. Both are optimal.
Some incremental fit measures, such as Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), are sensitive to the
number of indicators and are narrowly related to the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), with a value that
indicates an acceptable fit. With respect to the parsimonious fit measures, Parsimony Goodness of Fit
Indices (PNFI) and Parsimony Goodness of Fit Index (PGFI) are significantly above 0.06 when verified
for the model calculated. Regarding the basis of the results obtained, the model may be said to present
an appropriate goodness of fit regarding the fit indices, which, together with the significance of the
model coefficients, justifies its validity and applicability.
Table 4. The goodness of fit model.
Fit of the Model

Value

Measures of Absolute Fit
Chi-square/DF
0.932
GFI
0.896
RMSEA
0.001
RMR
0.069
Measures of Incremental Fit
AGFI
0.858
Measures of Parsimonious Fit
PNFI
0.685
PCFI
0.798

The indices of the latent variables (IVL) were calculated for the proposed model, using the
formula below:
n
P
wi xi
i=1
IVL = n
P
wi
i=1

The standardized structural coefficients of each latent variable are represented by wi , the average
of the observed variable for each latent variable by xi and the number of observations by n.
This method gives standardized indices, which allow the monuments that tourists visit to be
compared. The indices are calculated using the values and percentages found with the Likert scale in
the questionnaire.
The results obtained for these indices in Table 5, show that the tourists who visit the synagogue
are highly satisfied (78.60%) with an intermediate degree of loyalty (65.74%). An interesting point is
that the perceived quality (88.09%) is higher than the expected quality (77.04%). The perceived value
of the monument is very high (80.05%).
Table 5. The indices of the latent variables (IVL).
Latent Variable Index (IVL)

Likert Scale

Percentage

Expected Quality Index
Perceived Quality Index
Perceived Value Index
Satisfaction Index
Loyalty Index

5392
6166
5603
5502
4602

77.04%
88.09%
80.05%
78.60%
65.74%

7. Discussion
The ACSI model was used in this study to investigate the loyalty of Jewish heritage tourists to the
synagogue in Córdoba, which can play an important role in the future of the Jewish cultural experience
in Spain A structural equation was created and used to study the loyalty of this type of tourists due to
quality, perceived value and satisfaction with the site [108,109]. Tourists from minority heritages have
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special characteristics, which are important to take into account when managing heritage sites [98].
This means that tourist origins must be taken into account in academic studies and when managing
heritage and making future plans for tourism at the site.
Some studies, such as [19], used 11 different interviews with key agents of the Jewish communities
of Syracuse and eastern Sicily and confirmed how the management of heritage influences the political,
cultural and religious identities of these minorities. Other authors such as [3], compare United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization’s (UNESCO) Network of Creative Cities in Central
and Eastern Europe, in which Jewish communities were numerous before World War II. These are
Budapest (Hungary), Krakow (Poland), Prague (Czech Republic) and Kaunas (Lithuania), analyzing
aspects such as creativity in wealth management using multimedia applications. This current study
uses the ideas above and shows how it is essential to transmit acceptable ideas, perceptions and
images of Jewish heritage, so as not to produce disagreements and conflicts within ethnic or religious
communities. Problems due to the mismanagement of a heritage site are considered dangerous to the
identity of the minority group, as tourism could be negatively influenced [3].
Firstly, Hypothesis 1 was confirmed and showed that the expected quality of a destination
directly influences the perceived quality. The relationship between expected and perceived quality
has previously been studied in publications about different economic sectors such as nursing [110]
or air transport [111]. In the tourism sector, studies have been carried out into the management of
tourist boats [112] and luxury hotels [113]. Most of these studies have shown how the evaluation of
the tourist experience at a site is essential to gain knowledge about expected and perceived quality
and value. However, this can be a difficult task as users can have different amounts of contact with
the services available or with the advertising of a heritage site [114]. This study contributes to the
available literature and knowledge about the area of heritage management and how to optimize this
management for tourists with Jewish heritage, so that the user is not affected by disruptive factors.
Secondly, Hypothesis 2 was also confirmed and shows that the expected quality of a destination
directly influences its perceived quality. A high level of expected quality is expected to have a positive
effect on the value given by tourists for perceived quality [111,112]. Expected and perceived quality are
the basic requirements for any successful tourist destination. Perceived value shows how quality and
price influence a tourist’s feelings about the quality of a destination and means that the local community
plays an important role in the feelings of tourists at a destination. A higher level of perceived value is
expected to have a significantly positive effect on the satisfaction of the tourists. Quality of service
gives a value to the tourist’s experience and feelings. This aspect can influence the tourist’s intention to
revisit or recommend a destination or heritage site. This relationship has been studied in the tourism
industry, showing that trust, quality of service and perceived value all have a positive and significant
effect on customer satisfaction and that, in turn, satisfaction has a positive influence on customer
loyalty [115,116]. There are also studies that confirm this relationship for the Jewish collective with
products such as kosher food [117] or souvenirs [118]. The loyalty of Jewish people at Jewish heritage
sites is determined by both the expected and perceived quality of the heritage site. These results are in
line with other studies that analyze consumer behavior with cultural assets [119]. Factors such as the
environment, cleanliness, interior decoration and ambient temperature are all part of the experience
that tourists evaluate.
Thirdly, Hypothesis 3 was also confirmed and showed the direct influence that the perceived
quality of a destination has on tourist satisfaction. This study therefore coincides with the results of
previous research showing that the quality of the services provided and the management of the heritage
site can predict customer satisfaction [120,121]. Managing employee interactions with tourists can
contribute positively to improving the tourist experience. The results of the study showed that there
were weak points in the management of the synagogue. It is in a privileged place, as it is located in the
historical center of Córdoba, a World Heritage Site. The main weakness found was the management of
tourists. Tourists tend to accumulate at certain times, while at other times the monument is empty.
This increases the queues and waiting times at certain moments. The information given to tourists
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before their visit should also be improved, as well as the signs and indications on how to reach the
Synagogue. The synagogue is situated in a privileged position, which gives the monument a great
number of opportunities that the management of the site must use to transform it into a first-class
tourist experience.
Hypothesis 4 was also confirmed and proves the direct influence that the perceived value of
a destination has on tourist satisfaction. A higher level of perceived value is expected to have
a significantly positive effect on the satisfaction of the tourists [121,122]. Cities should take advantage
of the tourist resources that increase the perceived value of the destination by tourists. The Synagogue
in Córdoba should therefore make Jewish heritage tourists feel that the price of the visit to this heritage
site is correct. Perceived value includes various factors, both cognitive and affective, which a visitor
gives a value to. These factors remind managers that heritage tourists do not only take into account
the economic value of the Synagogue, but also seek values of an affective nature, such as preservation,
prestige and hedonism. These findings apply to other destinations with similar heritage. These results
support the findings of [123], who define customer value with three concepts: reputation for quality,
value for money and prestige. The authors in [124] showed that perceived value directly and positively
affects customer satisfaction.
Finally, Hypothesis 5 was confirmed, which shows the direct influence of tourist satisfaction at
a destination on tourist loyalty. A higher level of satisfaction is expected to have a positive effect on
the loyalty of tourists to a heritage site. This hypothesis is confirmed by previous studies on other
continents [114] and those carried out in countries such as Korea [125] and various islands [126].
This study confirmed the relationship between high tourist satisfaction with the synagogue of Córdoba
and the willingness of tourists to return and recommend it. This means that the loyalty of tourists
with Jewish heritage to a heritage site relies on factors such as the safety of the site and surroundings,
accommodation, gastronomy, transport and the management of the information given to tourists,
the comfort felt and the maintenance of the site. The tourist must feel that these all make the
tourist experience worth the price paid. In addition to enjoying a visit to heritage sites, tourists also
appreciate special rates, offers and discounts during their visit. This result is consistent with the
findings of [127,128], who discovered that price, quality and emotional value have significant effects
on customer satisfaction with the tour package.
8. Conclusions
This study contributes to the literature on heritage management and Jewish heritage tourism in
several ways. Firstly, it improves our understanding of tourism at synagogues. This can be used by
policymakers to prepare and use policies for the management and hospitality at a site by including
the factors found in this study. Secondly, it offers a better understanding of the relationships between
heritage sites and tourists in relation to expected and perceived quality, perceived value, satisfaction
and loyalty, as the hypotheses proposed in this study were strongly supported by the results.
This study has important theoretical and practical implications for the management of minority
heritage sites in Spain. At a theoretical level, understanding how the ACSI model works in the
cultural tourism sector can contribute to the improvement of Jewish tourism loyalty. From a practical
perspective, the findings of this study corroborate the idea that wealth management can influence the
feelings of minorities at a heritage site, influence the loyalty of this group and affect the number of
possible positive recommendations. This means that the tourism sector should take these factors into
account to improve tourist loyalty. Policymakers should explore new management methods to provide
heritage tourists with a memorable experience when visiting a site. These should include adequate
management of information, gastronomy, safety, prestige and preservation, which must be worth the
price paid. To avoid any possible disagreements, the management of these heritage sites should pay
special attention to Jewish identity and heritage considerations, including aspects such as religious,
secular and institutional orientation, in addition to touristic commodification of a site. Another possible
area of conflict could be the non-Jewish interest in Jewish heritage tourism, because public authorities,
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private operators and tourists themselves may not have any special interest in heritage in terms of
interaction or cultural exchange with the Jewish community. This synagogue is a cultural heritage
site in Córdoba of Jewish origin. However, most of those interested in advertising it are not of Jewish
origin, which makes the adequate promotion of the heritage site difficult. However, the local tourism
board has a new system for the promotion of this type of niche tourism [53,129], which aims to
differentiate, diversify and enrich tourism in the city [129] by endorsing the concept of a multicultural
and cosmopolitan city. The question is whether this can be carried out without highlighting and
exacerbating conflicting views and values within the minority itself, i.e., without creating discord
in the community [130]. Public administration and private businesses which are responsible for the
management of the synagogue must work together to improve the tourist experience [131–133].
This research work has potential limitations, the first of which is the sample used. The data was
only obtained from tourists at the synagogue of Córdoba, which could indicate that the collected data
is indicative of only one particular tourist site. This can be improved by using a longitudinal study to
register the feelings of tourists over time, which will allow for a more accurate measurement of the
relationships between the variables. Additionally, measuring loyalty from future behavioral intentions
is another limitation of the study. Although this method has been used in various studies, it is still
a subjective measure of behavior and does not always correspond to actual behavior [134].
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